LDX Series Cameras Upgrade Paths

**LDX 82 HD/3G**

- **LDX 82 Elite** 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94
- **LDX 82 WorldCam** 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94

**LDX 86 High-Speed/HD/3G/4K (High Sensitivity 4K)**

- **LDX 86 HiSpeed** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080p50/59.94 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
- **LDX 86 XtremeSpeed** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080p50/59.94 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
- **LDX 86 Universal** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080psF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
- **LDX 86 Compact** (RS-LDX Compact WorldCam)
  - **LDX 86 Compact WorldCam** (RS-LDX Compact WorldCam)

**LDX 86N High-Speed/HD/3G/4K (High Sensitivity 4K)**

- **LDX 86N WorldCam** 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94
- **LDX 86N HiSpeed** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080p50/59.94 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
- **LDX 86N XtremeSpeed** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080p50/59.94 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
- **LDX 86N Universal** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)

**LDX 86 Series Cameras**

- **LDX 82 Series**
  - **LDX 82 WORLDCAM** (RS-LDX 82 WORLDCAM)
- **LDX 86 Series**
  - **LDX 86 WORLDCAM** (RS-LDX 86 WORLDCAM)
- **LDX 86 Compact Series**
  - **LDX 86 Compact WorldCam** (RS-LDX 86 Compact WorldCam)

**LDX C86 Compact HD/3G**

- **LDX C86 Compact HD/3G**
  - **LDX C86 HiSpeed** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080p50/59.94 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
  - **LDX C86 Compact XtremeSpeed** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080p50/59.94 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)
  - **LDX C86 Compact Universal** (HD: 1X/3X) 1080psF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97 & 720p50/59.94 (HDR perpetual license available for 1X speed operation only)

**GV-eLicense Program**

Perpetual license: Perpetual upgrade to the next camera in the range
7-day term license: 7-day (weekly) term upgrade to the next camera in the range
1-day term license: 1-day (24 hours) term upgrade to the next camera in the range. They are available for the LDX 86 Series and LDX 86® Series only in packs of 10 1-day licenses.

**HDR Licenses**

- **LDX 86 Series**: 7-day or perpetual licenses for the addition of true 15 F-stop HDR operation in all single speed formats for all LDX 86 Series camera heads is available.
- **LDX 86 Series**: 7-day or perpetual licenses for the addition of true 15 F-stop HDR operation in all single speed formats for all LDX 86 Series camera heads is available.
- **LDX C82 Compact Series**: 7-day or perpetual licenses for the addition of true 15 F-stop HDR operation in all single speed formats for all LDX C82 Series camera heads is available.
- **LDX C86 Compact Series**: 7-day or perpetual licenses for the addition of true 15 F-stop HDR operation in all HD/3G formats for both LDX C86 Series camera heads is available.

Multiple licenses may be purchased to upgrade cameras by more than one level. Multiple 1-day and 7-day term licenses may be purchased for extended term upgrades. The B.O.W.L. licensing system provides a way to preorder any number of 1-day or 7-day licenses and activate them whenever needed without having to place individual orders. No credit is given for the purchase of 1/7-day term licenses towards the purchase of a perpetual license.
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